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��And on And on Jan 12, 2010, I gave a Jan 12, 2010, I gave a 

presentation presentation (Zero Waste: (Zero Waste: 

Theory and Practice Around the Theory and Practice Around the 

World) World) before the Division for before the Division for 

Sustainable Development at Sustainable Development at 

the United Nationsthe United Nations
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�� We would need We would need FOUR planetsFOUR planets if every if every 
one consumed as much as the one consumed as much as the 
average average AmericanAmerican

�� We would need We would need TWO planetsTWO planets if every if every 
one consumed as much as the one consumed as much as the 
average average EuropeanEuropean

�� Meanwhile, Meanwhile, India, China etcIndia, China etc. are . are 
copying our consumption patternscopying our consumption patterns

�� Something has got to change and Something has got to change and the the 
best place to start is with wastebest place to start is with waste
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another one to go toanother one to go to
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Waste is the evidence that we are doing Waste is the evidence that we are doing 
something wrongsomething wrong

Landfills Landfills BURYBURY the evidencethe evidence

IncineratorsIncinerators BURNBURN the evidencethe evidence

We need to face the real problemWe need to face the real problem……



Our real task is to fight Our real task is to fight 

overover--consumptionconsumption



““The world has enough The world has enough 

for everyonefor everyone’’s s needneed

but not for everyonebut not for everyone’’s s 

greedgreed””

Mahatma GandhiMahatma Gandhi
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The Global Crisis:The Global Crisis:

Since the Industrial Since the Industrial 

Revolution Revolution we have we have 

imposed a imposed a linear societylinear society on on 

a planet that functions in a planet that functions in 

circlescircles
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Extraction Extraction ProductionProduction ConsumptionConsumption WasteWaste

Advertising/TVAdvertising/TV



OverOver--advertisingadvertising

producesproduces

OverOver--consumptionconsumption



By the time a high school
student leaves school, he or she

will have watched over
350,000 TV commercials.

Paul Hawken
The Ecology of Commerce.
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MythMyth versus versus RealityReality

�� THE MYTH:THE MYTH:

�� The more you consume the happier The more you consume the happier 

you becomeyou become

�� THE REALITY:THE REALITY:

�� The more you consume the fatter you The more you consume the fatter you 

become!become!

�� And the more waste you produceAnd the more waste you produce



ManMan



Modern Man!Modern Man!
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Kg Greenhouse gas/tonne Municipal Kg Greenhouse gas/tonne Municipal 

WasteWaste

A combination of recycling and A combination of recycling and 
composting composting is 46 times betteris 46 times better --461461

at reducing greenhouse gases at reducing greenhouse gases 
thanthan X 46X 46

Incineration generating Incineration generating 
electrictyelectricty --1010

Waste Management Options and Climate Change. AEA 2001
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Incineration is a waste of Incineration is a waste of 

energy!energy!

�� About 4 X more energy saved by reusing, About 4 X more energy saved by reusing, 

recycling and composting the various recycling and composting the various 

components in the discard streamcomponents in the discard stream

�� Contact: Dr. Jeffrey Morris, Contact: Dr. Jeffrey Morris, 

jeff.morris@zerowaste.comjeff.morris@zerowaste.com



Energy Comparison: Energy Comparison: RecyclingRecycling versus versus 

incinerationincineration (ICF consulting, 2005)(ICF consulting, 2005)

materialmaterial Energy Energy 

savings from savings from 

recyclingrecycling

GJ/GJ/tonnetonne

Energy output Energy output 

from from 

incinerationincineration

GJ/GJ/tonnetonne

Energy savings Energy savings 

recycling recycling 

versus versus 

incinerationincineration

NewsprintNewsprint 6.336.33 2.622.62 2.42.4

Fine paperFine paper 15.8715.87 2.232.23 7.17.1

CardboardCardboard 8.568.56 2.312.31 3.73.7

Other paperOther paper 9.499.49 2.252.25 4.24.2

HDPEHDPE 64.2764.27 6.306.30 10.210.2

PETPET 85.1685.16 3.223.22 26.426.4

Other plasticOther plastic 52.0952.09 4.764.76 10.910.9
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•• Incineration does not challenge the Incineration does not challenge the 
overover--consumptionconsumption of finite resources.of finite resources.

•• Every time we burn something we have Every time we burn something we have 
to return to the beginning of the to return to the beginning of the 
extraction, manufacture and extraction, manufacture and 
consumption system.consumption system.

•• Incineration wastes energyIncineration wastes energy
•• Incineration wastes the opportunity to Incineration wastes the opportunity to 

really fight global warmingreally fight global warming
•• IN SHORT: Incineration sabotages IN SHORT: Incineration sabotages 

genuine moves towards sustainabilitygenuine moves towards sustainability
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1) It is a poor economic investment 1) It is a poor economic investment 

2) Very few jobs created for very large capital 2) Very few jobs created for very large capital 

investmentinvestment

3) It wastes valuable time3) It wastes valuable time

4) It is very inflexible and stifles innovation4) It is very inflexible and stifles innovation

5) It generates a toxic ash 5) It generates a toxic ash 
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OTHEROTHER arguments against arguments against 

incineration (continued)incineration (continued)

6) It doesn6) It doesn’’t get rid of landfillst get rid of landfills

7) It produces toxic air emissions7) It produces toxic air emissions

8) Incineration is extremely unpopular 8) Incineration is extremely unpopular 
with the publicwith the public

9) There is a far better and 9) There is a far better and 
sustainable alternativesustainable alternative
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investmentinvestment

•• Most of the money spent on Most of the money spent on 
incinerators goes into complicated incinerators goes into complicated 
machinery and leaves the community machinery and leaves the community 
(and even the country)(and even the country)

•• Over half the money spent on a Over half the money spent on a 
modern incinerator goes into air modern incinerator goes into air 
pollution control equipmentpollution control equipment

•• Incineration (without massive Incineration (without massive 
subsidies) is one of the most expensive subsidies) is one of the most expensive 
way of generating electricityway of generating electricity



2. Incineration creates 2. Incineration creates 

very few jobsvery few jobs
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The Brescia incinerator The Brescia incinerator 

cost cost 300,000,000300,000,000 Euro Euro 

and has created just and has created just 8080

jobs.jobs.

Another 500,000,000 Another 500,000,000 

Euros of taxpayers money Euros of taxpayers money 

spent on so called spent on so called 

““alternative energyalternative energy””



•• In contrast, the money In contrast, the money 
spent on the alternatives spent on the alternatives 
goes into jobs and stays in goes into jobs and stays in 
the community.the community.
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Nova Scotia program (Canada)Nova Scotia program (Canada)

�� Diverted 50% of waste from landfill in 5 Diverted 50% of waste from landfill in 5 

years (Halifax ~ 60%)years (Halifax ~ 60%)

�� 1000 jobs created 1000 jobs created in collection and in collection and 

treatment of recyclables and compostablestreatment of recyclables and compostables

�� Another 2000 jobs created Another 2000 jobs created in the in the 

industries handling the recovered industries handling the recovered 

materialsmaterials



3. Incineration wastes 3. Incineration wastes 

valuable time!valuable time!

�� It takes about 25 years (or more) It takes about 25 years (or more) 

to pay off the massive capital to pay off the massive capital 

investment costs involved with investment costs involved with 

building an incinerator.building an incinerator.

�� We donWe don’’t have 25 years to waste t have 25 years to waste 

on a nonon a non--sustainable solution!sustainable solution!
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4. 4. Incineration stifles innovationIncineration stifles innovation

•• ““An incinerator needs to be fed An incinerator needs to be fed 
for about 20 to 30 years and in for about 20 to 30 years and in 
order to be economic needs an order to be economic needs an 
enormous input from quite a enormous input from quite a 
region, so for 20 to 30 years you region, so for 20 to 30 years you 
stifle innovation, you stifle stifle innovation, you stifle 
alternatives, just in order to feed alternatives, just in order to feed 
that monster which you buildthat monster which you build””

•• Ludwig Kraemer,  former Head of EU Waste Ludwig Kraemer,  former Head of EU Waste 
Management, BBC 1 Panorama Documentary Management, BBC 1 Panorama Documentary 
““RubbishRubbish””
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5. Incinerators produce a 5. Incinerators produce a 

toxic ashtoxic ash

��For everyFor every fourfour tons of waste tons of waste 

burned you getburned you get one ton of one ton of 

ash (or more)ash (or more)

��That nobody wants!That nobody wants!
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Ash is toxic and difficult Ash is toxic and difficult 

to get rid ofto get rid of

�� In Germany & Switzerland In Germany & Switzerland fly ashfly ash

put into nylon bags and placed in put into nylon bags and placed in 

salt minessalt mines

�� In Japan some incinerators vitrify In Japan some incinerators vitrify 

the ashthe ash

�� In DenmarkIn Denmark……

�� They send all the ash to Norway!They send all the ash to Norway!



6. Incineration does not 6. Incineration does not 

get rid of landfillsget rid of landfills

��You still need a landfill for You still need a landfill for 

the toxic ash the toxic ash 



7. Incinerators put many highly toxic 7. Incinerators put many highly toxic 

and persistent substances into the airand persistent substances into the air
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Size of Size of 

Particle Particle 

regulatedregulated
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Incineration, Incineration, 

nanoparticlesnanoparticles & Health& Health

Statement of EvidenceStatement of Evidence

Particulate Emissions and Health    Particulate Emissions and Health    

ProposedProposed

RingaskiddyRingaskiddy WasteWaste--toto--Energy FacilityEnergy Facility

Professor C. Professor C. VyvyanVyvyan Howard Howard MB. MB. ChBChB. . 

PhD. PhD. FRCPathFRCPath.  .  June 2009 June 2009 

VYV.howard@googlemail.comVYV.howard@googlemail.com
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Incineration andIncineration and

nanoparticlesnanoparticles

��NanoparticlesNanoparticles are are notnot efficientlyefficiently

capturedcaptured byby air air pollutionpollution controlcontrol

devicesdevices

�� TravelTravel long long distancesdistances

�� RemainRemain suspendedsuspended forfor long long 

periodsperiods ofof timetime

�� Penetrate Penetrate deepdeep intointo the the lungslungs



BLOODBLOOD

NanoNano particles are particles are 

so small theyso small they

can easily crosscan easily cross

the lung membranethe lung membrane
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NanoNano PathologyPathology

�� They can even cross the blood brain They can even cross the blood brain 

barrierbarrier
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Dioxins Dioxins -- major concernsmajor concerns

•• Dioxins accumulate in animal fat.Dioxins accumulate in animal fat.

•• One literOne liter of cowsof cows’’ milk gives the same milk gives the same 
dose of dioxin as breathing air next to the dose of dioxin as breathing air next to the 
cows for cows for EIGHT MONTHSEIGHT MONTHS ((ConnettConnett and and 
Webster, 1987). Webster, 1987). 

•• Dioxins steadily accumulate in human Dioxins steadily accumulate in human 
body fat.body fat.

•• The man cannot get rid of them The man cannot get rid of them BUT A BUT A 
woman canwoman can……

•• ……by having a baby!by having a baby!



Dioxins: the highest dose Dioxins: the highest dose 

goes to the fetusgoes to the fetus

In nine months In nine months 

much of the much of the 

dioxin which has dioxin which has 

accumulated in accumulated in 

the motherthe mother’’s fat s fat 

for 20for 20--30 years 30 years 

goes to the fetusgoes to the fetus
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Dioxins can disrupt fetal and Dioxins can disrupt fetal and 

infant developmentinfant development

�� Dioxins act like fat soluble hormonesDioxins act like fat soluble hormones

�� Disrupt at least 6 different hormonal Disrupt at least 6 different hormonal 

systems: systems: 

�� malemale and and femalefemale sex hormonessex hormones;;

�� thyroid hormonesthyroid hormones;;

�� insulin; insulin; gastringastrin and and gluocorticoidgluocorticoid..
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Dioxins interfere with fetal and Dioxins interfere with fetal and 

infant developmentinfant development

�� Linda S. Linda S. BirnbaumBirnbaum ((Health Effects Health Effects 
Research Laboratory, US EPA) Research Laboratory, US EPA) 
Developmental Effects of DioxinsDevelopmental Effects of Dioxins
Environmental Health PerspectivesEnvironmental Health Perspectives, , 103103: 89: 89--
94, 199594, 1995



Our Stolen FutureOur Stolen Future
How ManHow Man--made Chemicals are made Chemicals are 

Threatening our Fertility, Threatening our Fertility, 

Intelligence and SurvivalIntelligence and Survival

Theo Theo ColbornColborn

John Peterson MyersJohn Peterson Myers

Dianne Dianne DumanoskiDumanoski

19941994



Institute of Medicine, 2003Institute of Medicine, 2003

Dioxins and DioxinDioxins and Dioxin--like Compounds in like Compounds in 

the Food Supplythe Food Supply

Strategies to Decrease ExposureStrategies to Decrease Exposure

July 1, 2003July 1, 2003
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�� ……The committee recommends that the The committee recommends that the 
government place a government place a high public health high public health 
prioritypriority on reducing DLC (dioxin like on reducing DLC (dioxin like 
compounds) intakes by girls and young compounds) intakes by girls and young 
women women in the years well before pregnancy in the years well before pregnancy 
is likely to occur.is likely to occur.

�� (by) (by) Substituting lowSubstituting low--fat or skim milk, for fat or skim milk, for 
whole milk, whole milk, (and)(and)…… foods lower in animal foods lower in animal 
fatfat……
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Dioxins & Incineration Dioxins & Incineration 

(conclusions)(conclusions)

�� We have too much dioxin in our foodWe have too much dioxin in our food

�� We have too much dioxin in our We have too much dioxin in our 
bodiesbodies

�� We have too much dioxin in our babiesWe have too much dioxin in our babies

�� We shouldnWe shouldn’’t be putting any more t be putting any more 
dioxin into the environment if we can dioxin into the environment if we can 
possibly avoid doing sopossibly avoid doing so

�� Incineration is an AVOIDABLE source Incineration is an AVOIDABLE source 
of dioxinof dioxin
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8. Incineration is very 8. Incineration is very 

unpopular with the publicunpopular with the public
�� Between 1985Between 1985--95 over 300 incinerator proposals 95 over 300 incinerator proposals 

rejected in the USA.rejected in the USA.

�� No new incinerator permitted since 1995.No new incinerator permitted since 1995.

�� Incinerators are so unpopular with the public they Incinerators are so unpopular with the public they 

use different names use different names -- resource recovery facilities, resource recovery facilities, 

wastewaste--toto--energy, thermal valorization etc etc energy, thermal valorization etc etc 

�� The latest phase is to call them The latest phase is to call them gasifiersgasifiers, , pyrolyzerspyrolyzers, , 

molecular dissociation, or plasma arc facilitiesmolecular dissociation, or plasma arc facilities
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�� All these gasificationAll these gasification--type plants type plants claim claim 
NOT to be incinerators, but all involve NOT to be incinerators, but all involve 
two stages: two stages: 

�� 1) the conversion of solid waste into a 1) the conversion of solid waste into a 
gas, gas, 

�� 2) the burning of the gas, producing 2) the burning of the gas, producing 
many of the same problems as a many of the same problems as a 
regular incinerator regular incinerator 

�� So the more appropriate name would So the more appropriate name would 
be:be:

�� GasifyingGasifying incineratorincinerator
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etcetc
�� Engineering consultantsEngineering consultants’’ view:view:

�� ““Many of the perceived benefits of gasification and Many of the perceived benefits of gasification and 
pyrolysispyrolysis over combustion technology proved to be over combustion technology proved to be 
unfounded. These perceptions have arisen mainly unfounded. These perceptions have arisen mainly 
from inconsistent comparisons in the absence of from inconsistent comparisons in the absence of 
quality information.quality information.””

�� FichtnerFichtner Consulting Engineers Ltd, Stockport, Consulting Engineers Ltd, Stockport, 
Cheshire, March, 2004Cheshire, March, 2004
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�� “…“…a decision has been taken within a decision has been taken within LurgiLurgi to discontinue to discontinue 

marketing gasification and marketing gasification and pyrolysispyrolysis technologies for technologies for 
waste conversion applications.waste conversion applications.

�� This decision has come after rigorous analysis of market This decision has come after rigorous analysis of market 
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waste conversion applications.waste conversion applications.

�� This decision has come after rigorous analysis of market This decision has come after rigorous analysis of market 
requirements, technical feasibility and economic requirements, technical feasibility and economic 
sensitivities of gasification and sensitivities of gasification and pyrolysispyrolysis of waste, as of waste, as 
applied by applied by LurgiLurgi and our competitors. and our competitors. 

�� We recognize there is a positive bias towards We recognize there is a positive bias towards 
gasification/gasification/pyrolysispyrolysis amongst politicians and amongst politicians and 
environmentalists. However, we are in no doubt that in environmentalists. However, we are in no doubt that in 
the short to medium term neither technology will be the short to medium term neither technology will be 
developed and commercially proven to the point where it developed and commercially proven to the point where it 

can compete.can compete.””
�� Letter (08Letter (08--0909--2003) to 2003) to FichterFichter Consulting Engineers Ltd, Cheshire, UKConsulting Engineers Ltd, Cheshire, UK
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“Even if we made incineration safe we 
would never make it sensible.

It simply does not make sense to

spend so much money destroying 

resources we should be sharing with 

the future.” (PC)



The modern incinerator is attempting The modern incinerator is attempting 

to perfect a bad ideato perfect a bad idea

�� At the At the industrial level industrial level our task in the our task in the 

21st Century is not to find better ways 21st Century is not to find better ways 

to destroy discarded materialsto destroy discarded materials

�� But to stop making packaging and But to stop making packaging and 

products that have to be destroyed!products that have to be destroyed!

�� And at the And at the personal level personal level to search for to search for 

a lifestyle beyond consumerisma lifestyle beyond consumerism
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The Waste problem will not be The Waste problem will not be 

solved with better solved with better technologytechnology

��But withBut with

��Better Better organizationorganization

��Better Better educationeducation

��and better and better industrial designindustrial design



33. The ZERO WASTE 2020 . The ZERO WASTE 2020 

strategystrategy



ZERO WASTE ZERO WASTE 

IS A IS A 

NEWNEW

DIRECTIONDIRECTION
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NO to INCINERATORS

NO to LANDFILLS

THE THE 

FRONT ENDFRONT END

OFOF

RESOURCERESOURCE

MANAGEMENT,MANAGEMENT,

INDUSTRIAL INDUSTRIAL 

DESIGNDESIGN
&&

POSTPOST--CONSUMERISMCONSUMERISM

THE THE 

BACK ENDBACK END

OF OF 

WASTEWASTE

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT



THE KEY  

is to find a way to use 

COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY

at the back end to drive

INDUSTRIAL RESPONSIBILITY

at the front end
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Zero Waste can be approached Zero Waste can be approached 

with a series of with a series of simplesimple stepssteps

��which arewhich are

��PracticalPractical

��Cost effective Cost effective andand

��Politically acceptablePolitically acceptable
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10 steps to Zero Waste10 steps to Zero Waste

1.1. Source SeparationSource Separation

2.2. DoorDoor--toto--door Collectiondoor Collection

3.3. CompostingComposting

4.4. RecyclingRecycling

5.5. ReRe--use, repair & deconstructionuse, repair & deconstruction
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10 steps to Zero Waste10 steps to Zero Waste

6. Waste reduction initiatives6. Waste reduction initiatives

7. Economic incentives7. Economic incentives

8. Residual Separation and Research8. Residual Separation and Research

9. Better industrial design9. Better industrial design

10. Interim landfill for the stabilized 10. Interim landfill for the stabilized 

““dirtydirty”” organic fraction.organic fraction.





““The Fantastic 3The Fantastic 3””

The San Francisco systemThe San Francisco system



I I ““FantasticiFantastici 44””

CapannoriCapannori, Italia, Italia



CapannoriCapannori

LUNEDILUNEDI ORGANICOORGANICO

MARTEDIMARTEDI MULTIMATERIALEMULTIMATERIALE

MERCOLEDIMERCOLEDI CARTACARTA

GIOVEDIGIOVEDI FRAZIONE FRAZIONE 

RESIDUARESIDUA

VENERDIVENERDI ORGANICOORGANICO

SABATOSABATO MULTIMATERIALEMULTIMATERIALE
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Organic Fraction Organic Fraction 

heirarchyheirarchy
1) Food to humans (in time marketing, 1) Food to humans (in time marketing, 

Prof. Andrea Segre, Prof. Andrea Segre, FacoltaFacolta didi AgrariaAgraria, , 

U. Bologna)U. Bologna)

2) Food to animals (bones, meat etc)2) Food to animals (bones, meat etc)

3) Backyard composting3) Backyard composting

4) Community composting (e.g. Zurich, 4) Community composting (e.g. Zurich, 

Switzerland)Switzerland)

5) Co5) Co--composting with local farmerscomposting with local farmers

6) Centralized composting facility.6) Centralized composting facility.
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The importance of The importance of 

CompostingComposting

1)1) Returns nutrients to the soilReturns nutrients to the soil

2)2) Increases soilIncreases soil’’s retention of waters retention of water

3)3) Retains carbon (vs. Global warming)Retains carbon (vs. Global warming)

4)4) Makes it easier for cities to handle the Makes it easier for cities to handle the 

recyclables (jobs and businesses!)recyclables (jobs and businesses!)

5)5) But to use compost in agriculture you But to use compost in agriculture you 

MUST have it clean MUST have it clean –– which means you which means you 

MUST have DOORMUST have DOOR--TOTO--DOOR collection.DOOR collection.



CompostingComposting

FacilityFacility

1 2 3



Composting plant for San FranciscoComposting plant for San Francisco



LocalLocal farmersfarmers are are usingusing the the 

compostcompost toto growgrow fruitfruit and and 

vegetablesvegetables forfor San FranciscoSan Francisco





CompostingComposting

FacilityFacility

MaterialsMaterials

RecoveryRecovery

FacilityFacility

1 2 3



at Pier 96

MATERIALS RECOVERY FACIILITYMATERIALS RECOVERY FACIILITY



RecyclingRecycling

PlantsPlants

CompostingComposting

PlantsPlants

CitiesCities Rural areasRural areas



5. Reuse,5. Reuse,

RepairRepair

&&

DeconstructionDeconstruction



Reusable itemsReusable items

Value of Los Angeles discarded materialsValue of Los Angeles discarded materials



Reuse, Repair & Reuse, Repair & DeconstructionDeconstruction

Urban Ore, Berkeley, CaliforniaUrban Ore, Berkeley, California
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�� Grossing $3 million per yearGrossing $3 million per year

�� 27 full27 full--time welltime well--paid jobspaid jobs

�� Urban Ore Urban Ore 

operating for 30 operating for 30 

yearsyears
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EconomicsEconomics

�� ““Economically, incineration represents Economically, incineration represents 

ONE BIG BLACK BOXONE BIG BLACK BOX

�� The Zero Waste strategy represents The Zero Waste strategy represents 

100100’’s of LITTLE GREEN BOXESs of LITTLE GREEN BOXES””

�� (Ted Ward, Zero Waste, Del Norte (Ted Ward, Zero Waste, Del Norte 

County, California)County, California)
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DeconstructionDeconstruction
Reuse &Reuse &

Repair CenterRepair Center



DeconstructionDeconstruction
Reuse &Reuse &

Repair CenterRepair Center
Furniture,Furniture,

Flooring, etcFlooring, etc
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VIDEOSVIDEOS

�� www.Americanwww.AmericanHealthHealthStudies.Studies.orgorg

�� Examples of Reuse and Repair Examples of Reuse and Repair 
CentersCenters from California, Vermont, from California, Vermont, 
Nova Scotia and AustraliaNova Scotia and Australia
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Reuse and Repair CentersReuse and Repair Centers

Can be used for:Can be used for:

1. Poverty relief1. Poverty relief

2. Job training (Burlington, 2. Job training (Burlington, 

Vermont, see video)Vermont, see video)

3. Community building (recreate 3. Community building (recreate 

the village within the city)the village within the city)
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San FranciscoSan Francisco

�� PopulationPopulation = 850,000= 850,000

�� VeryVery littlelittle spacespace

�� 50% 50% wastewaste diverteddiverted byby 20002000

�� 63% 63% wastewaste diverteddiverted byby 20042004

�� 70% 70% wastewaste diverteddiverted byby 20082008

�� 72% 72% wastewaste diverteddiverted byby 20092009

�� GOAL:75% GOAL:75% wastewaste diverteddiverted byby 20102010

�� GOAL:100% GOAL:100% byby 20202020 (or (or veryvery closeclose!) !) 
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PleasePlease NoteNote

Mass Mass burnburn incinerationincineration onlyonly getsgets

75% 75% diversiondiversion fromfrom landfilllandfill..

For every For every 4 Tons4 Tons of waste burned of waste burned 

you get at leastyou get at least 1 Ton1 Ton of of Toxic Ash.Toxic Ash.
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BresciaBrescia

75% 75% reductionreduction

25% 25% toxictoxic ashash

San FranciscoSan Francisco

72% reduction72% reduction

28% residuals28% residuals



CompostingComposting

FacilityFacility

MaterialsMaterials

RecoveryRecovery

FacilityFacility

1 2 3

Residual
Fraction
ResidualResidual

FractionFraction
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We have to minimize the We have to minimize the 

residual fraction withresidual fraction with……

1) Waste reduction initiatives1) Waste reduction initiatives

2) Economic incentives2) Economic incentives
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Undesirable packagingUndesirable packaging

��Four options:Four options:

��Ban itBan it

��Tax itTax it

��Put a returnable deposit on itPut a returnable deposit on it

��Avoid itAvoid it


